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UNITED STATES/  
MEXICO 

 
4.0 fl oz/118.2 mL Bottle (6 colors) 

8.0 fl oz/236.5 mL Bottle (6 colors) 

Not all styles/sizes/colors available in all 
areas.  

 
 

 

 

 

 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG is a PAINT, GEL STAIN and GLAZE in one!  Turn ordinary 
objects into holographic-like MASTERPIECES on wood, glass, metal, fabric, concrete, 
canvas, laminate & more! The refreshing LEMONGRASS SCENTED, VIBRANT COLORED 
gel stain is ideal for use in creating or refinishing tons of projects! Unicorn SPiT 
SPARKLiNG stains deep into the pores of bare wood and other materials—embedding 
sparkles and shimmer!  It can also be used over existing finishes as a luminous glaze.  
  
It stains deep into the bare wood grain or glazes over existing finishes, brightens and 
highlights chalk paint, and provides a three dimensional effect.  

WHERE TO USE / APPLICATIONS 
Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG allows anyone to turn ordinary objects into personalized 
MASTERPIECES!   Use on wood, glass, metal, fabric, pottery, wicker, concrete and 
laminate.  Excellent for Crafters, Makers, Hobbyists, DIYers and Pros too! 
 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
6 VIVID, SPARKLiNG COLORS 
 

REFRESHING LEMONGRASS SCENT 
 

MULTIPLE PRODUCTS IN ONE – Use over existing finishes as a PAINT, GEL STAIN, or 
LUMINOUS GLAZE! 
 

PROVIDES 3–DIMENSIONAL EFFECT 
 

MULTI-SURFACE – Can be used on almost any type of material. 
 

NON-TOXIC – No harmful ingredients. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

PROPERTIES 
Color: Various 
Approximate Coverage: Film Thickness 1 mil 2 mil 3 mil 

4.0 fl oz/118.2 mL 50 ft2 25 ft2 12.5 ft2 
8.0 fl oz/236.5 mL 100 ft2 50 ft2 25 ft2 

 

Viscosity: In pure form without dilution:  5000 cPs 
VOC: 77.7 g/L 
Odor: Lemongrass scented 
Solvents: None 
Dilutable: Yes, product for immediate use may be diluted with water. 

Do not dilute product to be stored for later use. 
Dry Cleanable: No.  Do not dry clean. 
Dry Time: 1st Coat 30 – 60 minutes;  2+ coats 45+ minutes each coat* 
Service Temperature: 55 ºF – 95 ºF (15 ºC – 35 ºC) 
Storage Temperature: 55 ºF – 95 ºF (15 ºC – 35 ºC) 
Shelf Life: 1.5 years 
Freeze/Thaw Stability: It is recommended to keep the product from freezing 

whenever possible.  If the product should freeze, it is 
stable and re-workable up to three freeze cycles.  Allow 
product to warm to room temperature and stir or shake 
completely before using. 

*Temperature and humidity may alter dry time. 
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CANADA 

 
118.2 mL Bottle (6 colors) 

236.5 mL Bottle (6 colors) 

Not all styles/sizes/colors available in all 
areas. 

 

EUROPE 

 
118.2 mL Bottle (6 colors) 

Not all styles/sizes/colors available in all 
areas. 

 

AUSTRALIA/NZ 

 
118.2 mL Bottle (6 colors) 

Not all styles/sizes/colors available in all 
areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIRECTIONS and APPLICATION NOTES 
 
Turn ordinary objects into holographic-like MASTERPIECES on wood, glass, metal, fabric, 
concrete, canvas, laminate, wicker, pottery and most any other substrate! 
 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS: 
1. SHAKE WELL and test small area before use.  
2. Apply with a natural fiber or synthetic brush and let dry. Foam brushes are not 

recommended.  
3. Dry time depends upon thickness of the application.  Dry time is approximately 30-

60 minutes (depending on material, humidity and temperature).  If you are working 
on a project and the stain is a little dry to work with, spray lightly with water to 
continue manipulating the product.   

4. Apply additional layers until desired effect is achieved. The more layers, the more 
SPARKLiNG your project will be! 

5. Once dry, use FAMOWOOD GLAZE COAT or other NON-WATER-BASED coatings to 
protect, add gloss and dimension. For outdoor projects, make sure to protect your 
masterpiece with oil-based finishes or coatings that indicate they are adequate for 
outdoor use. 
 

DILUTION: Product may be diluted before use to achieve a more translucent or gel stain 
effect (only dilute the amount of Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG intended for immediate use). 
Diluting Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG will reduce the sparkle/shimmer—so it is 
recommended to test the dilution on a small, dry, clean sample piece of the same 
substrate as your project, gradually adding up to 3 parts water until the desired effect is 
achieved.  
  
GLASS OR OTHER NON-POROUS SURFACES (THAT CANNOT BE SANDED): Mix product 
with a WATER-BASED, dish-washer safe decoupage before applying to glass (2 parts 
Unicorn SPiT SPARKLING to 1 part decoupage). Apply mixture directly to project and let 
cure completely.  Once dry, use FAMOWOOD GLAZE COAT or other NON-WATER-BASED 
coatings to protect, add gloss and dimension.  Dishwasher use it not recommended. 
 
POLYMER CLAY APPLICATIONS: 

1. Bake polymer clay per manufacturer’s directions. 
2. Allow clay to completely cool. 
3. Apply Unicorn SPiT directly onto the baked polymer clay with a fine-tip paint 

brush.  If applying Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG, it is recommended to apply a white 
base coat of Unicorn SPiT, let dry and then apply SPARKLiNG.   

4. Allow to dry (approx. 30-60 minutes).   
5. Reapply Unicorn SPiT if desired.  

 
LAMINATE OR OTHER NON-POROUS SURFACES (THAT CAN BE SANDED): Sand the 
surface with 220 sand paper after cleaning, then dust well before applying.  Because 
Unicorn SPiT is translucent, a primer coat may be required for best results.  Paint the 
laminate (before applying Unicorn SPiT) with a water-based primer.   Once dry, use 
FAMOWOOD GLAZE COAT or other NON-WATER-BASED coatings to protect, add gloss 
and dimension. 
  
FABRIC USE: 
• Stamping method: Use Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG at full strength for “stamping” 

(creating design on a separate surface and then “stamping” it on to a fabric 
project).  Then, use a water bottle and your hand or brush to blend if desired. 

• Direct to fabric projects:  Use full strength or mix with 1-3 parts water in a spray 
bottle or cup and brush, drip or spray it on. If diluted, it is recommended to test the 
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dilution on a small, dry, clean sample piece of the same substrate as your project, 
gradually adding up to 3 parts water until the desired effect is achieved. 

• Protecting your finished project:  Use a NON-WATER-BASED product intended for 
waterproofing fabric after Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG has completely dried.  If washing 
project is necessary, wash in cold water by hand (with very little laundry 
detergent).  Rinse with cold water.  Machine washing is not recommended.   

 
NOTE:  Distilled or purified water is recommended rather than hard or high mineral 
water. 

MIXING COLORS:   Mix Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG colors together to create your own 
special color OR mix most any water-based paint (chalk style or mineral based) with 
Unicorn SPiT to create custom colors. 

TINTING FAMOWOOD GLAZE COAT EPOXY RESIN WITH UNICORN SPiT 
Use Unicorn SPiT as a tinting agent to add brilliant color (or Unicorn SPiT SPARKLiNG for 
color AND sparkle) to epoxy projects. Famowood Glaze Coat High Gloss Finish or 
Famowood Glaze Coat High Gloss CRAFT Resin is recommended.  For all other brands, 
test before use.   

DIRECTIONS:   
1. Measure and mix Famowood Glaze Coat High Gloss Finish or Famowood Glaze 

Coat High Gloss CRAFT Resin as directed.  
2. Quickly add drops of undiluted Unicorn SPiT to achieve your desired color.  DO 

NOT use more than 1 part Unicorn SPiT to 5 parts epoxy. Remember…A tiny bit 
of Unicorn SPiT goes a long way.   

3. If multiple colors are desired, gather smaller containers to work with in 
advance.  Then measure, mix and pour Glaze Coat epoxy immediately into 
smaller containers and add Unicorn SPiT. 

4. Pour tinted epoxy onto your project and finish your masterpiece!  For best 
results, a pour thickness of no more than 1/16” is recommended. 

5. Please follow epoxy pouring, curing and clean-up instructions. 

HEALTH and SAFETY 
Before working with this product, read and become familiar with information concerning 
hazards, proper use and handling.  
 
To request a Safety Data Sheet, please send an e-mail to sds@eclecticproducts.com. 
 

 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
 

The product is warranted against any defect in materials or workmanship under normal use for a period of 180 
days after the date of purchase. The product is also warranted under any implied warranties provided under 
applicable law, including, without limitation, the implied warranty of merchantability and the implied warranty 
of fitness for a particular purpose, for a period of 180 days after the date of purchase. The manufacturer will 
not accept liability for more than product replacement. This warranty covers only the original buyer of the 
product. For warranty service, the buyer should contact the store where the product was purchased, or write 
Eclectic Products LLC, P.O. Box 4450, Pineville LA 71361 or call 1-800-767-4667. Our goods come with 
guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or 
refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also 
entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does 
not amount to a major failure. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you also have other rights, 
which vary from province to province. 

 

mailto:sds@eclecticproducts.com

